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BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUB WORK

CLUB EMBLEM

The four-leaf clover with an " H " on each leaflet is the National Boys'
and Girls' Club emblem. The four " H V stand for the equal training
of the head, the heart, and the hand, and for health.

CLUB PLEDGE

As a true club member I pledge my head to clearer thinking, my heart
to greater loyalty, my hands to larger service, and my health to better
living for my club, my community, and my country*

CLUB M O T T O

Make the Best Better,

CLUB CREED

The Arizona Club creed is: I believe in boys' and girls' club work
because of the opportunity it gives me to become a useful citizen.

I believe in the training of my head because of the power It will give
me to think;, to plan, and to reason.

I believe in the training of my heart because it will help me to be
kind, sympathetic, and true.

I believe in the training of my hands because it will make me helpful,
skillful, and useful.

I believe in the training for health because of the strength it will
give me to enjoy life, to resist disease, and to become efficient.

I believe in the great trinity of club work; the school, th& home, and
achievement.

I believe in my country, in the State of Ariajoxw, mi in m!f
bility for their development.

To the fulfillment of all the$e things 1 tm willing t?0
service.







GARMENT MAKING
FIRST DEMONSTRATION

By STELLA MATHER

State Home Demonstration Agent

GENERAL PLAN OF T H E WORK

The Girls' Garment-Making Club work is divided into three 1-year
courses so arranged that when a girl has completed the full 3 yean*
work she should be competent to do any type of plain sewing. After
a club has finished the problems required for the first demonstration, the
girls are usually urged to continue the work outlined for the second and
third demonstrations.

PROBLEMS REQUIRED OF FIRST YEAR CLUB
1. Each member must complete the following articles:

a. Sewing bag. Directions, page 11 •
b. Stocking darn. Directions, page 12.
c. Two dish towels. Directions, page 13.
d. Hemmed patch. Directions, page 14.
e. Bungalow dress. Directions, page 15*

2. She is expected to darn her own stockings during the course, and
to keep her clothes mended and pressed.

3. She will keep careful records of her work, including time spent
in sewing, and the kind and cost of materials used. Pages at the
back of this buljetin are to be used for this purpose.

4. She will exhibit the required articles when the achievement pro-
gram, of the club %$

5. She wIH make a final report of the work done and write a story
of the cWb Activities, These shall be* sent to the State Leader
not W e 1 than Nbtaa&W 1.
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BASIS OF AWARDS FOR CLUB CHAMPIONS

County and State champions will be determined on the following
points:

1. Work, quality and neatness. . 35
2. Club activities 15
3. .Report on time 10
4. Story on time 10
5. Attendance ». - . 10
6. Keeping records up to date* —- 10
7- Quantity of extra work -—«_„ . . 10

Total score , .„ . ..« ... „ mmmm 10 0 %
N o . 5 includes attendance at meetings and communi ty activities.

GOALS FOR CLXJB MEMBERS

Every member of the first year garment-making club should become
skillful in:—

1* Threading the needle.
2. Making and hiding knots.
3. .Fastening the thread.
4. Using the thimble.
5. Handling the scissors.
6. Taking accurate measurements.
7. Making even stitches.
8. Sewing straight seams.
9. Mending and darning her own clothing.

10. Keeping her clothing clean and attractive.

Plenty of time should be taken to- make- each article neatly and well,
for the character of the first work will largely determine the ideal for
good sewing of the club members.

The material chosen for the club work should be of good quality but
not expensive. Each member should learn how to use her thimble be-
fore she begins the required problem. Perhaps the club leader will
have the girls practice using the thimble with a needle and thread on
scraps of material. This might be made an interesting contest for 5
minutes each time the club meets. See how many girl$ can sew this
length of time on material provided for the purpose without neglecting
the use of their thimbles.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUCdESSFTJIi CLTJB WORK

In order to achieve success in each, problem, t ie club tttetobs? igttftfc
1. Study the directions carefully*
2. See to it that every time the club meet% all of fee $ut4toia) & *l
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hand, and that a definite amount of work is finished.
3. Enter the name of the article, the kind and the amount of ma-

terial uesd, and the cost on her record sheet as soon as she begins
to work on the problem.

4. Record the time spent on the article every time work is done on
the problem.

Acquiring the habit of doing work systematically is one of the greatest
values of club wofk. The gill who follows the above directions will be
the girl who finishes with the least effort, and her records will be accu-
rately kept.

EQUIPMENT FOR SEWING

To do good work one must have good tools and necessary materials,
and must know how to use them. The following equipment will meet
most needs:

Sciswrs:—Scissors should be sharp so that the material may be cut
easily and with a straight, smooth edge. If the scissors are not kept in
a box, iorce the ends into a cork to keep them from making a hole in
the bag. Ask your leader to show you how to hold your scissors correctly
while cutting.

Thimble:—The thimble is worn on the second finger on the right
hand. Be sure that it fits the ringer. Do not use a thimble having holes
worn in it, as it may cause the needle to bend or break.

Needles:—A package of needles may be obtained in assorted sizes,
marked 5 to 10. The fine needles will be small enough for the finest
sewing and the coarser ones will do for plain hand sewing.

Thread:—Do not use thread that is too coarse. The work will look
much neater if fine thread is used. Use the following sizes of needles
with corresponding numbers of thread:

Needle No. 5—Thread Nos. 20 to 40
Needle No. 6 or 7—Thread Nos. 40 to 60
Needle No. 8—Thread Nos. 60 to 80
Needle No. 9—Thread No. 90
Needle No. 10—Thread Nos. 100 to 150

Tafe Measure.—A tape measure should be used frequently so that
the work may be exact. No work is well done unless it is carefully meas-
ured and accurately spaced. Learn to recognize quickly the parts into
which the inch is divided. Many stitches are very short, so it is neces-
sary to know one-eighth of a& inch and one-sixteenth of an inch.

PmcmMcm and Pms:—A small pincushion and good pins will be
needed. PSn> should be small and should have sharp points. Poor pins
often wate g large sotted mark m the garment.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SEWING

Position of the Body?—Sit erect with the lower part of the body
against the back of the chair and feet squarely on the floor. Do not bend
the back in order to see the material, but hold the material up closer
to the eyes.

Hands:—The hands should be kept perfectly clean and free from
perspiration.

Light:—The light should fall over the left shoulder, thus throwing
no shadow on the work.

To Thread the Needle.—Do not use a thread more than 18 inches
long. One that will reach across your shoulders is about the right length.
Cut the thread from the spool so that the end of the thread will be
slanting, not blunt; the thread will then enter the eye of the needle
readily. Hold the thread near the end in the right hand. With the
needle in the left hand, put the thread through the eye of the needle
Hx enough so that it may be pulled through on the opposite side one-
third the length of the thread. Do not moisten the end of the thread,
as this mav leave untidy mark*? on your work.

Knots —Knots may be used where they will be hidden or where the
thread is to be removed as in basting. To make a knot, place the thread,
end downward toward the worker, over the first finger of the left hand.
Wrap the thread around the finger once and cross the end. Hold the
crossed threads in position with the left thumb. Roll the end over the
crossed thread with the thumb ind first finger of the left hand, drawing
the thread into the required knot.

Stitching-—All stitches should be practiced before using them on a
garment. Sew from right to left* All through the work, careful bast*
ing is necessary. Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance
of pressing your work with a hot iron as you go along. For instance,
a seam the length of the garment should be pressed befote the hem is
turned over it.

To Fasten the Thread:—When the stitching is finished, take two or
three tiny stitches on top of each other, then cut the thread close to the
sewing. Do not catch the stitches through to the outside.

Cutting —Cut with long, even strokes. Do not bring the tips of tjie
shears together. Keep the flat, wide part of the? $hws on the t&bte.

Neatness in "Work:—All articles should be kept as clean m
If thev are badly soiled, and need to be laundered for the k
starch should be used, and the articles should be irdmed r « y p

Concerning Cloth?—Every piece of doth tio&MApi JflW?p ifcrtfld* W&
woof threads. Warp:—The watp threads are tfe& Hbam& t jbt tit
lengthwise of any material. W<^f>-^TJie *m$£ iftnwcb^ v%fefe Afc
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called the filling thread*, are the threads thsf are interlaced across the
warp threads.

S eh edges —The edge formed by the woof thread at either side of
the cloth is the selvedge. The term is a contraction of the words "self"
and ''edge." Because the selvedge is more tightly woven than the rest
of the material, it is the safest plan to cut off this edge when a seam
is made. We miy then be sure that our seam will not be puckered when
it is washed.

To Straighten Cloth —There are three ways to straighten cloth: (1)
Draw a thiead and cut in the space thus formed. (2) Cut along a
stripe of the mateiul having the stupe woven into the cloth. (3) Tear
the material. To straighten any kind of muslin, cut the selvedge at
one side, tear the cloth to the opposite selvedge, and cut the selvedge.
The selvedge is cut because the resistance may cause the material to split
at right angles and thus spoil the mateiial.

STITCHES T O BE LEARNED IN MAKING BAG AND
OTHER PROBLEMS

Even Basting —Even bastings stait with a knot on the right side so
that they may be removed easily. Pass the needle over and through the
material making the stitches and spaces three-eighths of an inch long.
This basting is used where two pieces of cloth are to be held firmly, as
in the seams of a garment that is to be fitted.

Fig. 1—Even Btsting Fl# 2—Uneven Basting.

Uneven Basting:—Uneven bastings are made by the same method de-
scribed for making even bastings, except that the stitches are one-eighth
of ait inch long and th& spaces three-fourths of an inch long. This
basting is used where materials are to be held together and no fitting
is requiredf It Is! used a$ a guide for permanent stitching. See Fig. Z*

OterhimiHg:-1-*Oyerhanding is a straight stitch used to join folded
edges or selvedges; Hold the seam between the thumb and forefinger
of the left fuuftd and parallel to the first finger. Sew from left to right.
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end of the thread to be caught under the stitches. Pointing the needle
toward the left shoulder, take a slanting stitch, taking up one or two
threads of the material and the fold of the hem. Proceed across the
hem, keeping the slant of the stitch and the distance between the stitches
uniform.

Back Sutck:—Backstitching is used where strength is required in the
stitch. It gets its name from the
fact that the needle is always set
back into the last stitch made. Fasten
the thread with a small stitch or
start with a knot if it can be con-
cealed. Insert the needle back of
the thread into the last stitch and

Fig. 7.—Back Stitch. . , „, ^ . , , ,,
take up the material on the needle,

bringing the needle out the length of a stitch in advance of the thread.

THE SEWING BAG

Read all of the directions through before beginning to sew, and de-
cide whether you will decorate your bag with your initials or with some
other design. Initials may be done in cioss stitch, satin stitch, or plain
outline stitch. Be sure that the draw string and the design are the same
color. Be careful in placing the design to see that it is in the center of
the bag.

Materials.—The bag may be made from a flour sack, cement sack, or
new material. If new materials are used they should be plain colors,
not too daik, and may be chambray, kindergarten cloth, cotton poplin,
gala tea, or heavy linen crash. The last will be the most expensive, but
coming in narrow widths will be easy to make.

M&hng the Bag:—
1. Choose a strip of material that will be 12 inches wide and 36

inches long after it has been trimmed to make the edges straight.
Cut on a thread and be sure the width of the bag is along the
warp material. On each side of this material crease a fold ^-inch
wide to the wrong side of the material. Baste this fold in place
with even basting. See Fig. 1.

2. Fold the material so that the ends meet; with the right side in-
side. Baste from top to bottom of the bag, keeping edges even.

3. On one side measure down from top of bag 3 % inches; put in
pin5 J^-Inch farther along put in another pin; repeat on the
other side.

4% Begin at the top, overhand folded edges together down to the
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Mcktng —
1. Measure the material the length desired.
2. Draw ihicids to even the ends.
3. Cut along the line of drawn threads.
4. Make J4~mch turn, then J4~ i n c^ turn. If material is heavy,

a wider hem.
5. Pin hem. Place pins at right angles to edge of material.
6. Baste. Use ^-inch even basting.
7. Hem, using hemming stitch.
8. Overhand ends of hem.
9. Remove bastings and press the towel carefully.

THE HEMMED PATCH

A patch is the fixing of a piece of material on a worn place or over
a hole in i garment or household cloth. Always do the repairing before
laundering, otherwise the holes become more stretched and the weak
threads more weakened.

If the garment is faded or shrunk, the new material that is to be used
for patching must be faded and shrunk so as to match as nearly as pos-
sible.

To fade the material wet the patch and expose to the sun. Repeat
until th/ de ired 4nde h obtained*

The hemmed patch is the strongest and the one most commonly used.
Make hemmed patches on three garments and submit them to your

leader for approval. Try to have one of them striped or checked to
give you practice m matching the pattern. Save your best patch to ex-
hibit with the rest of your required problems.

Making'—
1. Cut away all worn parts of the garment leaving a square or

rectangular hole.
2. Cut each corner diagonally j4-inch deep*
3. Turn under and crease all four edges*
4* Cut a patch large enough to cover tht hole and all thin places

around the hole. Crease a J4~inch turn on all sides of the
patch.

5. Place the patch on the wrong side of the garment Be sure
that the warp threads of the patch are parallel to those of the
garment, and that the stripes or check of the rjaateral match.
Fasten with pins.

6 Baste on the right side close to the tur&ect4n e*%es 0>f th^ gar-
ment.

7. Hem around the basted edges using ereut hem*»f»g
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8. Turn to the wrong side of the patch. Open up the creases at the
corners of the patch. Cut off a J^-inch diagonal at each corner.
This removes the extra bulk that would be folded under and
makes a smoother square corner.

9. Baste and hem down the creased edges,
10. Remove all bastings and press.

Fig-. 9.—Hemmed patch. Wrong side.

BUNGALOW DRESS

Before attempting to sew the seams on your dress or to stitch in the hem,
ask your mother to let you practice sewing seams on some old material.
For practice in machine hemming, make a dish towel of a flour sack or
some other thin muslin. Baste in your hem as carefully as you can, and
then see how closely you can stitch to the edge without running off. This
will help you to make a nice even hem on your dress.

Materials:—Ginghams, percale, calico, or other suitable material may
be used. Cloth a yard wide saves piecing.

The neck, sleeves, belt, and pocket of the dress may be trimmed with
rick-rack, stickerie, bias tape, shaped facings, or some pretty appliqued
patches. Buy a commercial pattern if you wish, or you may make your
own according to directions given. (See Fig. 10.)
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Commercial Pattern.—If you have decided to buy a pattern, select
one that is plain and simple to mike. Select the pattern according to
your age, unless you are veiy large or small for your age, in which case
it will be necessary to select it according to your bust measure. Read
the directions on your pattern \ery cirefully. Examine the charts, or
diagram, if the pattern includes one, so that you may clearly understand
all the markings, joinings, and notches indicated on the pattern. Be sure
that you know the markings indicating the length of the goods, as this
is important. Test your pattern for its length. Measure it across the
shoulders and across the chebt, so that you are sure of its size. If it is
too long after the hem has been allowed, take out the extra length by
pinning a tuck in the pattern below the hip line.

Cutting the Dress —Place the pattern on the material according to
directions and cut. Mark the notches, showing the joining, with pencil
or colored chilk. It is not good practice to cut the notches as this makes
it necessary to trim off the seams the entire length of the garment.

Measwements for Drafting a Pattern:—
1. Length from top of shoulder to bottom of dress plus the width

for a hem.
2. Across the rht t, about 4 inches down from the throat with

a generous fullness.
3. Length of sleeves with the arm held at right angles to the body.

Begin where the che«t measure stopped.
4. Width of sleeve with the arm hanging; measure around the

arm with the tape well over the top of the shoulder.
5. Bust Actual measure of largest part of bmt with tape slightly

raised in the back.
6. Width of dress; estimate the desired width according to the

prevailing mode.

DRAFT OF BUNGALOW DRESS PATTERN

Directions —Secure a yardstick and a piece of maniLx or wrapping
paper about a foot longer than twice the length of your dress* Fold
this evenly, lengthwise and then crosswise, and pin to keep in place*
Work from the folded edges which, we will call A B and A E. (See
Fig. 10.) Draft the pattern as shown in Fig. 10 according to measnrer
ments taken as indicated below.

Shading JVV<?i;~Open out the folded pattern and, fold again length-
wise with sleeve to sleeve. From point A on the fold, measure
inch. Call this point L. With L a H center draw a ekele with,
of 3}i inches. Cut out the circle. This will make &<? fe>mt of tfee
curve 2 inches lower than the back. Unfold pattern and It Will
as in Fig. 12.
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Neck and Sleeve Finishes:—A neck may be square, round, oval, or
v-shaped. It may be fitted up closely, or it may be cut lower. A shaped
piece of the dress material, or a harmonizing contrasting color may be
used to finish the neck. Baste, with right sides of material together, a
sufficiently large square piece over the neck opening to make the required
trimming. Cut the neck opening to match that of the dress. Stitch
around the neck, and ta make the seam lie flat, slash it in several places
up to the row of stitching. Turn the piece right side out and baste
close to edge. Cut the outside edge the desired shape. Baste it in po-
sition and stitch.

The sleeve should be finished with the same material used in trim-
ming the neck.

SCORE CARD FOR GARMENTS

Choice of material, design, and color - 30
Suitability to purpose 15
Suitability to wearer— , 15

Workmanship 5 0
Accuracy of cutting 10
Seams - 10
Stitching 2 0
Neatness —. , 10

General attractiveness and style of finished garment 20

100

THE BUTTONHOLE

Take a square piece of cloth, fold and stitch around the edge. Cut
buttonhole. Practice stranding, overcasting and buttonhole stitch. Then
cut a piece of white cloth 8 inches long by 4 inches wide. Fold and
overcast. Cut a buttonhole J^-inch long in the center of square, fan one
end, and bar the other.

Continue practicing buttonholes; you will need them in making your
dress. Practice until your leader says your work is satisfactory.

There are four steps in making a buttonhole: Cutting, stranding and
overcasting, buttonhole stitch1, and finishing. Study Fig. 13.

Cutting:—A buttonhole should be cut a little larger than the button to
be used, to give ease in buttoning. Use buttonhole scissors if possible,
testing them 00 a piece of cloth, to be sure the hole is the desired size,
before cutting on the garment. Plan number of buttons to be used on
a given space and divide it equally among them. Cut buttonholes length-
wise* on a box plait and always straigM with the thread of the material.
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Stranding and Overcasting:—Stranding is used to strengthen a button-
hole and as a guide in making the stitches. Hold buttonhole over cushion
of left forefinger so that edge of material is at the left. Enter needle
at lower right hand, between the two thicknesses of material, bringing
it up not more than one-sixteenth of an inch from the' edge. Carry needle
to left corner of buttonhole and enter at same distance from edge of
cut, bringing it up an equal distance from, the edge on the upper side.
Draw up thread but do not pull. Sew over this stitch to bring a long
thread on the surface. Turn work and repeat on other side. When
stranding is completed, the buttonhole is in a "box" of straight threads
or "strands" and needle is in original position. Overcast sides of button-
hole, using three to five stitches, according to size of hole. Do not let
stitches go deeper than the stranding thread. Cross to other side and
overcast, bringing needle to original position as before.

Buttonhole Stitches:—Hold work as in stranding. Enter needle at
lower right hand corner of hole, pointing needle directly toward you.
Wrap double thread at eye of needle around the point from right to left.
Pull needle through and straight away from you so that the knots or

Fig. 13.—Showing stranding and overcasting of buttonhole. Fan. and
bar end of buttonhole. Sewing on button. Detail of buttonhole stitch. .
Use of buttonhole stitch in sewing on snaps.
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purls will lie evenly along the edge. Take another buttonhole stitch the
width of a thread to the left and repeat to the corner. Group three
slanting stitches at corner in a fan shape, the middle one being slightly
longer than the others and directly in line with the cut. This finish
gives added strength. Make second row of buttonhole stitches.

Finishing:—To make bar end: Take two more stitches over stranding
thread at end of buttonhole. Turn work and take buttonhole stitches
over these, taking up a few threads of the cloth each time. The purl
edges will be turned toward the inside of the buttonhole. Fasten thread
on the wrong side by running under stitches or by two small buttonhole
stitches.

Bar both ends of buttonhole if in a box plait.
Always try to have thread long enough to work entire buttonhole. If

necessaiy to change, drop needle through the hole and fasten on wrong
side. Enter new thread in position, catching in last purl so there will
be no break in the edge.
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